Tai Chi Chuan Timeline
From Martial Art to Therapeutic Art
(The popularisation of Tai Chi Chuan as a health exercise)

Yang Luchan starts learning traditional folk
martial arts at the Chen Family Village with
Chen Changxing.

Chinese Boxer Rebellion. Anti-foreign, pronationalist movement in support of the Qing
Dynasty. Highlights the cultural importance of
martial arts.

The Chinese government develops the concept
of ‘Guo Shu’ or national art. Nationalistic martial
arts, taught for the collective good rather than
individual prowess, to promote national pride
and build a strong nation. Martial artists adapt
their folk arts for the general public.

The Chinese Nationalist Party establish Nanjing
as the capital of China, which becomes officially
recognised in 1928 after the Nationalist forces
take Beijing.

Cheng Man-ching starts to learn Tai Chi Chuan
from Yang Chengfu in Shanghai.

The Nationalists are defeated in the Chinese
Civil war. Cheng Man-ching moves to Taiwan to
further develop his new 37 step short hand form
and Wu Gongyi (son of Wu Jianquan) moves the
Wu family to Hong Kong.

1820

1852

Yang Luchan arrives in Beijing. He becomes a
martial arts instructor to the Bannermen and the
brother of the Qing Emperor.

1911

End of the Qing Dynasty and start of the
Republic of China.

1914

Yang Chengfu, Yang Shaohou, Wu Jianquan
and Sun Lutang start to develop and teach the
newly adapted martial arts to the public at the
Beijing Physical Culture Research Institute. The
origin of much of today’s Tai Chi Chuan.

1928

Yang Chengfu and Wu Jianquan become
established as lead figures at the Central
Guoshu Institute in Nanjing. They move to the
more cosmopolitan Shanghai where they
promote their ‘new’ martial arts.

1937

The Second Sino-Japanese War reaches
Shanghai. Wu Jianquan moves to Hong Kong.
Cheng Man-ching moves to Hunan and then
Sichuan province.

1898

1912

1927

1930

1949

1956
Gerda Geddes brings Tai Chi Chuan hand form
to the UK for the first time, as a health exercise.
Originally inspired by watching Tai Chi Chuan
hand form in Shanghai she later trained in Hong
Kong.

The Chinese Cultural Revolution starts.
Traditional Chinese life starts to undergo
radical reform, including it’s martial heritage.

Tai Chi Chuan now firmly established as a
health exercise in both the Far East and West.
Its folk martial arts origin lost to all but a few
relatively isolated practitioners in the Far East.
Tai Chi Chuan now often abbreviated to Tai Chi
by westerners.

The Revival of Tai Chi Chuan’s martial heritage
begins both in the Far East and West…

The Chinese Sports Committee, brings together
four Tai Chi Chuan teachers to create the 24
step short form as an exercise for the masses.
A new focus on health exercise rather than
martial arts.

1958

1964

Cheng Man-ching moves to the USA,
introducing the American public to Tai Chi
Chuan for the first time. His 37 step short hand
form becomes very popular with the public.

1969

The Chinese government actively discourages
traditional folk martial arts. However, 24 step
short form continues to be encouraged as a
morning exercise.

1976

The Chinese government’s suppression of
traditional folk martial arts teaching is relaxed,
leading to the popularisation of Chen style Tai
Chi Chuan and it’s eventual promotion abroad.
The 56 step Chen form is developed as part of
the Wushu range of forms

1966

1970s

1980s
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